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Monkey king movies in order

Marvel Cinematic Universe reigns as one of Hollywood's biggest franchises, and Avengers is its main superhero. The great saga of The Most Powerful Heroes on Earth (as they are known in the comic book world) dates all the way back to Iron Man in 2008, which was the first by Nick Fury
to launch a Avenger initiative on Iron Man himself, Tony Stark. Since then, Avengers have periodically gathered in battle (in the words of the team's creators, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby) enemies that no one can resist any superhero. If you're interested in ding away from Marvel's famous
superhero, you're in luck: all the biggest Avengers battles (both together and as standalone acts) are currently available on a Disney+ streaming service or by watching the search. There's no better time for a Avengers movie marathon, so here are all the movies you'll want to include listed
in the order of when they're set in the entire Marvel Cinematic Universe timeline (not the release date). Note, however, that the descriptions of each Avengers movie (and related to the Avengers) may contain some spoilers. Captain America: The first Avengers as world war ii was being
unhinged, Steve Rogers volunteering for an experimental procedure designed to turn him into a powerful super-soldier. The experiment was successful and it was called Captain America. His adventures confronted him against the Nazis and Hydra, a secret organization developing powerful



weapons that used an artifact known as The Tesseract. Read our full Captain America: The First Avenger review Watch disney Iron Man Tony Stark is a brilliant, billionaire engineer whose privileged life was over-enhanced when he was kidnapped by a terrorist organization. To escape, he
developed a high-tech bulletproof suit and became an army of one man - then decided that the life of a hero was not so bad. As he struggles to keep his relationship with his armour a secret, Starc is forced to fend off challenges both at home and abroad. Make sure to watch through the
film's captions for mcu's first, official Avengers reference. Watch Disney + Iron Man 2 Tony Stark wrestle with a pair of contestants - one professional rival and the other a personal enemy on a revenge mission - in this sequel to Iron Man. Along with offering a new chapter in Stark's story, the
film introduces several new, important MCU characters, including S.H.I.E.L.D. agent (and his future Avengers teammate) Nata Romanshaoffmate Better known as Black Widow. Read our full Iron Man 2 review Watch on Disney + Thor The hot-headed prince of asgard's alien kingdom, Thor
finds himself expelled to Earth after disobeying his father, Odin. Meanwhile, his devilish half-brother Loki is in a plan to keep him and take the throne. During the scene of the film after the credits, we learn that Nick Fury and S.H.I.E.L.D. are experimenting with The Tesseract seen in Captain
America: The First Avenger) but The artifact is also on Loki's radar - two stretch points that lead straight to the Action in the Avengers. Read our full review of Thor Watch on Disney + Avengers Nick Fury finally reunite the Avengers after Loki infiltrates S.H.I.E.L.D. and steal tesseract, hoping
to open a portal for an alien armada to invade Earth. Bruce Banner, Tony Stark, Steve Rogers and Thor team up with S.H.I.E.L.D. agents Black Widow and Hawkeye to stop Loki and the Alien Army, and the film's final scene with the middle credits offers the first hint of the larger villain they'll
face down the road: Thanos. Watch it on Disney + Thor: The Dark World An ancient conflict ignites as the Asgardians and dark elves find themselves in pursuit of the powerful, mysterious weapon known as Ether. Thor was forced to enlist Loki's help to defeat the leader of the Dark Elves
Malekit, and from the end of the film, many of the powerful artifacts introduced to the MCU so far have a new name: Infinity Stones. Read our full Thor: The Dark World review Watch on Disney + Captain America: Winter Soldier S.H.I.E.L.D. has infiltrated it from Hydraulics, the evil
organization from Captain America: The First Avenger and a trio of Avengers teammates Captain America, Nick Fury and Black Widow are all including as enemies of the state. Their efforts to uncover the huge conspiracy were aided by former Air Force pilot Sam Wilson (aka Falcon) and
his high-tech wings. Their investigation suggests that one of Captain America's oldest allies may have been the killer known as Winter Warrior. Read our full Captain America: Winter Warrior review Watch on Disney + Avengers: Age of Ultron With Avengers reuniting and their reputations
restored, the team is back in action. Their efforts to study Loki's staff led to the creation of Ultron, an artificial intelligence that sought to destroy humanity, and the resulting battle introduced the conscious android vision and two other Avengers allies: The Powerful Twins and Wanda Maximoff
(better known as Fast Lever and Scarlett). Meanwhile, Thanos decided to take action at last in his quest to acquire the Stones of Infinity. Read our full Avenger: Age of Ultron review Watch on Disney + Captain America: Civil War The Avengers events: Age of Ultron create team edism and a
terrorist attack that kills wakanda's leader only heightens tensions. Iron Man and Captain America find themselves on opposite sides when it comes to how the two characters look at the role of the Avengers, and Captain America and its supporters quickly find themselves at war with their
former teammates. The film features several key characters on the TNR and Avengers list, including Spider-Man and T'Challa (aka Black Panther), while bringing salt superhero Ant-Man into action. Read our full captain Civil War review watch him on Disney + Doctor Strange while he's not
technically a avenger, Doctor Doctor and his first solo adventure plays a big role in the events that will come for the superhero team. The film follows arrogant neurosurgeon Stephen Strange as he becomes the new Wizard-Supreme and prompts an invasion from an alternative dimension
using a powerful artifact - which is later revealed as another Stone of Infinity. Read our full review of Doctor Strange Watch on Disney + Thor: Ragnarok Thor is driven from Asgard to the distant prison planet of Skaar by his evil sister Hella. He was soon captured and sold into slavery by an
Asgardian known as Valkyrie. Thor must fight to survive as gladiator of the grandmaster's hall. Luckily, Thor and the Hulk get back together in the ring. Together they must defeat the grandmaster, escape Sakaar and try to save Asgard from hela's conquest. An epic battle ensued, after
which a sinister Thanos spaceship appeared, preparing our next adventure. Read our full Thor: Ragnarok review WATCH ON DISNEY + Avengers: The Endless Search for Thanos for the Infinite Stones Brings It to Earth. If he finds them, he plans to use their power to unleash cosmic
genocide throughout the universe. Avengers must assemble an unlikely team of heroes and villains to stop it. This is a race against time and space, so as not to collect the missing stones. If the combined powers of our heroes are not enough to prevent Thanos from completing the Sleeves
of Infinity, the universe will never be the same. Read our full Avengers: Infinity War review WATCH THE DISNEY + Avengers: End game the climactic struggle to defeat Thanos in Infinity War took on the Avengers and other MCU characters. Surviving TDM members will have to take
extreme risks to bring back their fallen comrades, including changing the very fabric of time. This is the biggest Avengers movie to date, taking fans to epic battles and very mood-worthy moments. Take a trip to the Quantum Sphere to see if the Avenger can reverse the damage caused by
Thanos and Gawn of Infinity. Avengers: Endgame is the ultimate culmination of the Avengers saga and a fitting end for one of the greatest movie franchises of all time. Read our full Avenger: Endshpil review SEE DISNEY+ editors Recommendations Do you want to play another game? If
you're a fan of saw's franchise - in all its camp, torture-porn fame - you won't have to wait much longer to experience entirely new death traps, delicious plot distortion and dubious senses of morality. We have the best horror movies on NetflixIt's because the upcoming ninth installment in the
franchise, Spiral: From the Saw Book, chainsaws its way into theaters May 15.Director Darren Lynn Bosman (Saw II, II and IV) returns to commission this latest film, written by Josh Stolberg and Pet Goldfinger (Jigsaw), based on the story of Chris Rock, also stars in the film as Det. Zeke
Banks. While the film is not a reboot, it is unclear whether it will be sequel or midquel, as many of the biggest twists of movies involve playing with the chronology. After watching the trailer for Spiral, we were excited about this thoughtful new chapter that we decided to revisit the first eight
films and rank all saw films to be based on a very scientific formula based on a rough factor, camp and element of surprise. So, are you ready to play? (Image: Lionsgate) I saw IV opens with the terrifying autopsy of John Kramer (Tobin Bell), who does even the autopsy from Jane Doe's
Autopsy, a film all about AN AUTOPSY, seems tame by comparison - and she doesn't allow it from there. The creators of Saw are the vice-down idea that the series is torture, but their case breaks down faster than the head of a laser-cut (see: Mosaic) with this film. The severed scalp? -
Yes, but it's not. The head is crushed between two large blocks of ice? You know it is. Of course, every saw film is somewhat burning, but the lack of substance and nonsicality in iv make these bits bits the only semi-interesting parts. For most of the film, we follow Officer Rigg (Lyriq Bent),
introduced in Saw II, as he has to navigate his own Jigsaw game. Turns out he... He cares too much... to save lives...? Meanwhile, police are beginning to believe Jigsaw has another accomplice and turn their eyes to Rigg (again, the man who tries to save all time and is punished for it).
Indeed, it's Det Mark Hoffman (Costas Mandiler), an arming caricature of a police officer who helps Jigsaw all the time. And also, all this happened before Saw III, and the autopsy at first was just fake. It happens much later - surprise! It's the cheapest trick the series pulls (which says
something), and the film only serves to establish Hoffman as the new Big Bad. Rating: 2 ice blocks from 10Watch nowRese 3D Saw 3D (i.e. Saw: The Last Chapter) is not the latest film in the saw book, but feels like the end of the main story. Unfortunately, this is also one of the most messy
entries. The opening scene mixes things up a little with a glass box game in the middle of a bustling city square, which is quite fun if you don't think about logistics too much, but the rest of the film tries too hard to end the common story to be enjoyable. While the twist of the original Lawrence
Gordon (Carrie Elus) being alive and Jigsaw's accomplice is a delightfully cyclical way to complete John Kramer's story, the amount of exposure and removal of the foreman needed to pull it out is simply not worth it. Aside from the Chester Bennington dialogue, the only other moment that
stands out is when a new villain, Hoffman, chases the old Musawick's ex-wife, Jill Tuck (Betsy Russell), in an '80s-style chase that's one of the most lese-like scenes in Saw. Suddenly Jill is in the classic bear trap (from which Amanda Young and Hoffman but this time it finally shifted, making
for one of the rodents that saw deaths. It is understandable why there is no other saw film for seven years after this prime example of a reduction in returns. Rating: 3 Billy the dolls from 10 nowHigzas noted above, seven years passed between Saw 3D and the latest saw film, Jigsaw,
leaving plenty of time for writers to develop something new and exciting that will rise on the franchise. But what we got was a campy and mostly unnecessary sequel to the Story of John Kramer, which was shot ten years after the other films. We meet several new characters - Detectives
Hunt (Cle Bennett) and Halloran (Callum Keith Rennie); A military veterinarian turns to medical doctor Logan Nelson (Matt Passmore); and Logan's assistant, Eleanor Bonneville (Hannah Emily Anderson), a mosaic superfan who has even created some of Jigsaw's traps, which undoubtedly
breathes new life into the story. In fact, the best part of the film is to try to reveal who the new Jigsaw is; There are red herrings aplenty to make the mystery more exciting. But when it was revealed that Logan was the killer, and another Jigsaw victim turned Apprentice, it was as if the writers
hadn't learned anything from the fans' previous complaints. Of course, Jigsaw groupie Eleanor would be too obvious, but you screw up the twist - how cool would that be? A new copycat who values the art of Jigsaw murders, not someone directly related to John Kramer. But no, instead we
have a man who got x-rays mixed up more than a decade ago, got trapped on Jigsaw, survived (thanks to Jigsaw himself) and decided that the serial killer would look good next to a doctor and a veteran in my biography. Crossing my fingers will be the revival of the saw we actually wanted.
Rating: 5 laser collars from 10Watch nowSeat VI - or, as I call it, Saw gets political - changes the game, as there's actually something semi-meaningful to say. In this one, shadowy money lenders and insurance executives are tested by hoffman's new Puzzle Heir. Moral tendencies become
a little more complex than usual as our own political leanings are challenged, and the mindset of the game reminds Us of Trio II as we spend more time getting to know the victims and their stories. Unfortunately, the rest of the film is swamped by too much exposure, boring and not very
menacing Hoffman as the main villain and so many surprising Jigsaw envelopes detailing his posthumous plans that he fails to capture the ingenuity and tension of the first few films. Rating: 6 spins around the death carousel from 10Watch nowSaw V (Photo credit: Lionsgate)Although some
of the worst reviews of any saw movie, Saw V has a good cop vs bad cop, cat and mouse story I find really fun. FBI agent Peter Stram (Scott Patterson) returns after being introduced to IV, and he turns out to be great hoffman by emptying water. Water. tracheotomy with a pen. And even
with Stram's absurd voice post-tracheotomy, it's nice to have someone uprooted again in this series. Meanwhile, there's a separate group of victims who have endured playing in several rooms while trying to figure out how they're all connected à la Saw II (although these characters are far
less memorable). This plot gives the film a necessary dynamic between the scenes that slip into Hoffman's very home base. The climax of the film is in the relocation of the fish. As Strom closes in on Hoffman, he has a final game to play: Enter the glass box in front of him, a recording
Hoffman makes telling him if he wants to survive. But the stubborn Stram doesn't listen or push Hoffman in. Strom thinks he won, but then the room starts to close him down while Hoffman lies safe in the box below. Strom's bones begin to break and his body is crushed like blood spatter on
the glass box, where a smiling Hoffman looks at a winner. Our boy Stram, one of the few characters in Saw, was * THIS CLOSE * to get Hoffman. But alas, there's more money to make. Rating: 7 pens in the throat of 10Species now Explore IIIt is impossible to talk about Saw II without
immediately mentioning the used needle trap. In fact, he may be the only trap that's a casual fan of the series he remembers after the original Saw. And that's because it's such a terribly visceral trap that you don't have to rely on visual shock to get under your skin. Whether you are afraid of
needles or not, we can imagine how jumping into a pit from them should feel. (Not great.) The other reason why the movie works so well? The labyrinth of increasingly abrupt play that laid the groundwork for most of the subsequent films, as well as the mystery of the relationship of many
victims. At this point in the franchise, the work of the characters is given as much as the blood and the poor, so there is a personal investment in the fate of the victims. Here is Jigsaw's only surviving victim, Amanda Young (Shaunie Smith), who finds herself in another game after running
away from the latter. She is able to help guide the other victims, which creates a fun dynamic between them, and when it is revealed that she secretly works with Jigsaw all the time? That's almost triumphant. Rating: 8 used needles from 10Watch NowWaise IIISelect between Saw II and III
for second place is definitely the hardest decision on this list. Honestly, I wanted to introduce them here as a couple, but it would have been a cop (and my editor said no). So, yes, a little controversial, I decided that III has a slight edge. Why? For starters, it includes my second favorite twist
in the series. During the film, we follow two victims: Jeff (Angus McFadden), whose son was killed by a drunk driver, and Lynn (Bahar Soomekh), a doctor who must keep John alive or risk a collar bomb around his neck And when Jeff reaches the end of the test, he enters the room where
Lynn, Amanda and John were. Jeff walks into the room right the moment Amanda shoots Lynn. Then he shoots Amanda out of rage, but wait! There's more! - and John reveals another surprise: This test is amanda all the time. She was not a worthy heir to his legacy because she created
invincible games for her victims. After Amanda's death (RIP, kween), Jeff is offered one last chance to darken his anger: He can forgive John and let John live, in turn, potentially save his wife's life. But, no, poor Jeff didn't learn anything from his game, so he slit John's throat with anything
but the saw, sealing all their fates. Aside from just this absurdly surprising series of events, Saw III also features a slow replenishment of liquefied pig carcasses and, my personal favorite trap, the medieval rack torture device that slowly swirls the victim's arms, legs and neck 360 degrees.
Simple, but oh, so terribly effective. Rating: 8 rotten pig carcasses from 10Watch present (image credit: Lionsgate) As Nev Campbell triumphantly announces in Scream 4, Don't Fuck With the Original! There is one reason why eight more films have been produced in this franchise, and this
reason is OG Saw (and, of course, $$$ ). It's the only Saw that's scary in the traditional horror movie sense (remember when the flash of Adam's camera illuminates a pig mask - wearing Amanda just before he's captured?) and has one of the best twists in horror cinema - no, cinema, period
- story (that dead man is really alive and he's JIGSAW?!). While the climax of the film is like a child's play compared to the more complex trappings of later films, the character and tote of the characters really sell it. There is a simplicity in this survival game that makes us invest in the
characters right away, while the next films are bogged down with too much exposure and reconstruction to make the characters much more than meat dolls. It also paved the way for more daring horror films to exist, for better (The Descent) or worse (Human Centipedes). And how can we
not become a movie that has spent almost $99 million more than the cost of the budget? Here's the hope that Spiral will offer a similar new excitement and revive this franchise when premieres 15.Rating: 10 severed limbs from 10Time Now
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